Improving Feedback and Discussion in MOOC Peer Assessment Using Introduced Peers
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Abstract—Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) often use peer grading which enables the use of open ended questions in assignments at scale. Open ended questions enhance students’ creativity and improve cognition. However, this peer grading includes drawbacks such as missing or low quality feedback, and inconsistency between peer graders. In design studios and highly connected MOOCs, a common practice is to use open feedback, visible to everyone in the community. Drawing inspirations from this technique, we hypothesize that introducing peers and allowing them to communicate with each other during peer assessment in a structured open learning environment will increase the quality of feedback. We tested this approach in a controlled study, comparing open to blind peer review, and found the technique led to higher quality feedback. We discuss implications using open identity grading in learning environments as a potential stimulus for students to interact more.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Peer assessment in Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) [13] enables grading open ended responses with human feedback at scale, but is often not constructive or thoughtful [27], resulting in compromised learning. Due to the time it takes to grade assignments manually, many MOOCs use automated assessment techniques to grade work submissions at scale [38], or have adjusted their course design toward submissions that can be assessed rapidly. Activities which are simplified for ease of assessment, such as automatically gradeable quizzes, reduce learning efficiency because these mechanisms allow minimal individualization of feedback. In these situations, automated grading is not capable of giving personalize feedback and the instructors can’t give feedback to the massive number of submissions, so peer assessment is used by soliciting feedback from fellow students.

A challenge with peer assessment in MOOCs, is that often the feedback field is left blank, or the feedback is not helpful or not constructive [27]. For example common feedback submissions for a web design MOOC are "Great work!!" or "Beautiful website!", which show that the students do not provide quality feedback in this process. Without the promise of quality feedback, students’ rapidly lose interest in either providing quality feedback or learn effectively. In this way, feedback is considered one of the single most important factors influencing student learning [1, 3] and MOOC learners often report that, even with peer grading, they did not get useful feedback to their work by peers [12]. However, in connectivism MOOCs or cMOOCs, a type of MOOC which has no specific structure central to a learning platform, practice connecting as a core tenant. It shares and provide feedback using various tools which often leads to personal quality feedback [31, 30].

We hypothesize that providing opportunities for peers to grade each openly and allowing them to communicate will increase quality feedback and increase interactions in MOOCs with formal structure and centralized platforms (xMOOCs) such as Coursera, edX or futureLearn. We relate to the hypothesis that the lack of quality peer feedback on MOOCs is due to a lack of accountability in feedback communication. Anonymous peer assessment or blind peer review is the standard practice in many online learning platforms, with the stated goal of reducing grading bias [10]. However, recent work on improving MOOC peer assessment revealed that a major issue arises due to increased anonymity, leading to a decreased feeling of community affiliation [37]. We emphasize that our intention of non-blind assessment focused only on open learning environments where students voluntarily enroll to learn and not in scholarly peer review settings in publishing or reviewing of any other type of contribution.

We present a MOOC peer assessment experience by producing an interaction design where peers can introduce themselves while providing a mechanism to communicate with each other in providing feedback. The design was crafted to avoid grading biases. Identifying reviewers in the platform aims to increase accountability while a communication channel enhances the ability to learn from each other’s ideas.

We evaluated this hypothesis with a controlled, between subject study; the control condition consisting of blind reviewers as is typical among MOOCs today, and the treatment condition using the same mechanism without blinding. Both groups had the same affordances to communicate with anyone in their group. We found that review without blinding lead to significantly higher quality feedback and more subsequent communication within the platform.

In this paper, we provide a detailed analysis of the interaction design and evaluation. We relate the impact if this design to the peer assessment in MOOCs. The paper is organized that firstly, we provide a holistic overview of MOOCs attempts to enhance creativity using existing models of peer assessment. Then we
explain the problems of peer assessment models in detail and introduce our novel interaction design. We then evaluate the proposed designs and present our findings, discussing the impact this approach can bring to the MOOC community in the long term.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Peer Feedback

Feedback improves performance by changing students’ locus of attention, focusing them on productive aspects of their work [20, 26]. However, not all peers provide great feedback and some leave only limited comments with no coherent message for improvement, or they provide rogue reviews [35]. Rogue reviews are insufficient reviews caused by laziness, collusion, dishonesty, retaliation, competition, or malevolence [21][35]. To improve this situation, PeerStudio [27] peer assessment system is designed to encourage more feedback comments by showing short tips for writing comments just below the comment box. For example, if a response has no constructive feedback, it may remind students with phrases like: “Quick check: Is your feedback actionable?” by utilizing a word count based heuristic on the entered feedback [27]. Students see such comments as more useful than rubrics when reviewing [22]. Similar techniques are used to improve the quality of product reviews online [19]. Yet, having designed prompts and encouraging peers to provide feedback does not guarantee high feedback quality. In systems such as Peerstudio [27] and Talkabout [24], improvements attributed to feedback designs are minimal [22]. We use an interface design reflecting these lessons by integrating four pointed questions with separate response areas.

B. Peer Interaction and Communication

Evaluating peers work is a great means of learning. In face to face classroom situations peer evaluation often leads to a conversation where both parties interact richly and gain important understandings about the work, through the back and forth communication. Active engagement in reviewing peers’ projects may facilitate student learning [5]. MOOCs provide forums for communication and networking; however, they are usually either flooded with unfocused community discussion or no communication at all, they are weeding out paired peer discussions because individual social connections are not readily made.

Social connection and networking are attractive features for improving learning and MOOCs provide a great platform for learners to interact and learn together. Since MOOCs are often open to the public, the diverse nature of students can be an asset for improving learning performance, increasing innovation, creativity and critical thinking rather than negativity [1, 21]. Peers in xMOOCs (university course style MOOCs such as Coursera and Edx) generally only communicate with each other when they participate in forum activities. In the connectivist MOOCs (cMOOCs)[36] approach, peers are learning sources and the connections achieved in the network of diverse participants leads to a richer learning environment. By providing feedback for assignments, projects, and online discussions, cMOOCs lead to a superior learning experience that otherwise cannot be achieved individually by students (or the instructor) [36]. However, the cMOOC approach requires significant integration and system familiarity, so it is not widespread. Peer assessment is a great way of learning from each other in the community, yet xMOOC designs tend to be so complex that no student can simply choose a peer with whom to communicate and provide feedback. The MOOC design should make explicit mention on the value of peer assistance through communicating commenting and social appraisal. It should provide guidance on “how much” the student should read others’ contributions[15].

Our interaction design provides a connection mechanism where peers can communicate and learn directly based on feedback that has been provided to them. Communication leads to interactivity and both parties can understand any concerns or further clarifications. Such discussions and interactions with diverse groups increase the learning significantly [24]. In particular, an HCI course on Coursera encouraged students to post assignment to forums to get feedback, leading to a conversation of feedback with identified peers and to more connectivity with fellow peers. In this HCI MOOC, more than 75% students were in favor of sharing their assignments in public[26], where they assert that blind peer review only drives decreased social connection and the availability of diverse perspectives.

C. Peer Identity

Anonymity is commonly practiced in online and in-person class peer review systems due to the comfort of peers in providing critical feedback [5]. Double blind is used to prevent grading bias mitigate targeted criticism or bullying [4][32]. However, researchers have identified that an important problem in online reviewing is due to increased anonymity and reduced community affiliation [16][29]. Visible identities lead to more constructive feedback than anonymous ones [41]. MOOC peer reviews are typically carried out double blind where peers are not made aware of whom they are reviewing or who has reviewed them. This leads to a rising problem in MOOC assessment where due to increased anonymity, there is reduced accountability and eroded community affiliation [29]. The disadvantage of blind reviews arises in MOOCs when students provide lower quality and less insightful feedback because being anonymous in review, they are not socially accountable. However, unlike most other studies of blind peer assessment in MOOCs, a French online course GdP MOOC reduced the anonymity using a pseudonym as its platform profile. Their students were encouraged to exchange messages via the Canvas platform message system, even only for a "thank you" to their evaluators. Through messages, it was possible to ask an evaluator to revisit the assigned grade or to give additional feedback. Although they have no data on messages exchanged on these occasions, the researchers believed that there is much more to gain by fostering social contacts between students than there are risks of conflicts or bias in grading. They found that conflicts between persons are rare and instructor staff can be called upon if student’s interactions get sour [2].

D. Open Feedback and Design Studios

The concept of Studios provide an open, shared environment for students to work. The studio model of education was formalized in the Ecole de Beaux-Arts [9]. Although it started with Architecture and Design, the approach was later adopted in product design [28], HCI [14], and software design [40]. In
design studios, the work and the feedback process feedback are all public to the members of the studio. Studio feedback incorporates both formal and informal responses from peers and lecturers. The assessment in design studios allows students to learn the tacit criteria of good design and allows students to learn better from feedback [6]. At the same time the open feedback culture enhances students accountability to provide thoughtful critical feedback. Inspired by the concept of openness leading to more interactions and reviews, IPR is designed in such away that online learners can get feedback from their peers and communicate further on the feedback they got to achieve better understanding and learning.

III. PROPOSED INTERATION DESIGN FOR PEER REVIEWING

Drawing inspiration from the open feedback mechanism in design studios and cMOOCs open connections, we designed a set of steps of interactions where peers can identify each other and easily communicate around feedback they receive, shown in Fig 1. This framework was built upon components which handle peer identity, provide a rubric to assist in grading, provide samples of constructive feedback, provide four text prompts to promote quality feedback and provide a text field to facilitate communication.

The first step of the interaction occurs when students submit assignments. The submitted responses were randomly assigned to students to conduct peer review. Apart from grading and providing feedback, reviewers were needed to provide a short introduction of themselves so the receivers could identify the graders. This identification is not necessarily with platform names, but how the reviewers would like to introduce themselves to their peers. This brought a humanize feeling that the assignment is graded by another responsible peer student. Once the grading (marks) and feedback is submitted, the receivers first receive only the feedback text (not the marks/grade) and will be required to rate the quality of the feedback on a 5-point scale. Optionally, the receiver can reply to the feedback using the message field if there is a disputation or anything of not clear. Each student must review 3 others assignments and rate 3 feedback responses of their own work. Once the receiver rates all 3 feedback forms, it was directed to provide the grades which each peer had assigned. Utilizing the 3 reviews and rating those 3 reviewers normalized the grading biasness and identify good reviewers. Later in a process, these good reviewers could be rewarded to encourage better reviewing eco system. In this section, we explain in detail how these interaction steps operates and the motivation behind its particular design.

A. Identifiable Peers

We introduced identifiable peers, when most peer grading systems provide anonymous blind peer reviewing. Blind peer reviewing has been used extensively to control the degree of bias in grading, to provide more critical feedback without discomfort to the reviewer or receiver personally. We understood that this situation is different in MOOCs because, those who participate in MOOCs often endorse the network of connections, accountability and diverse learning cultures[12]. Online students are“hungry for social interaction”, especially in early MOOCs, discussion forums featured self-introductions from around the world [22]. If it is not using external tools such as Talkabout or social networks, the existing MOOC designs leave very little space to establish connections. To combat social loafing, Kotturi et al [22] propose reversing the diffusion of responsibility by transforming it into a smaller human scale environment. Highlighted co-dependencies in systems show more successful and pro-social behavior [22]. In a peer environment, students are dependent on each other to do their part for the system to work. Encouraging commitment and contribution can help students understand the importance of their participation, and in creating successful peer learning environments [23]. In our interaction design, students were able to see the profile of the graders depending on the introductions they provide. We encouraged students to publish their profile with the statement, “Please introduce yourself to your peer, who are you, where are you from and is there anything special others should know about you, this will encourage them to connect with you to learn better, and will be part of your profile when you provide feedback to your peers”. Online classes have limited peer visibility and awareness, so students often feel alone even when surrounded by peers [25]. These humanizing features lead to increase interactions [22].

B. Rubric for Assignment

Teacher designed rubrics are a common way to enable students to peer-grade other students’ work. Compared to objective assignments, subjective assignments provide the ability for students to be creative [38]. Yet, grading these assignments is difficult for teachers and novice peers. Rubrics counteract subjectivity during the grading by providing students aids on how to grade other students with teacher-designed categories that communicate the expectations that a piece of work should fulfill. It simply guides students to grade by giving examples of how many points to award for expertise and completeness displayed in the work of a peer [39]. Such directed assessment was found to be more useful and accurate than just guiding students about how to mark. It also enables less knowledgeable students to assess their peers’ work [21]. Our interaction design provides rubrics for guiding students and they are provided at the stage when the assignment is published. Revealing rubrics while doing an assignment helps students understand the magnitude of the answers and expectations.

C. Peer Introduction

Introducing peers often takes place in the forums and in the start of a MOOC. At that stage introduction threads are flooded...
with students statements of how they would like to introduce themselves. This makes it challenging for most students to initiate more personal social interaction with other students. In cMOOCs, peers establish connections and mutually provide feedback to others. As recommended and envisioned by [33], connecting xMOOC students in a meaningful way to provide feedback as cMOOC, we introduced a step in an interaction design to get peers to introduce themselves to the peer they will grade, opening their identity and humanizing the connection. In Fig. 2 A, the interface which collects the introduction information is shown. When grading the assignment (Fig 2 B), the feedback form interface provides the assignment link, Rubric to mark, field to enter marks and importantly the feedback field. The feedback is important in giving marks to describe what worked and not.

### D. Feedback Form

Peer reviewing allows participants to give more critical feedback and freely express their opinions which in turn results in more useful reviews. Students have shown more interest in the feedback than grades, claiming they learn from that more than doing the assignment [27]. However, the feedback designs are comment boxes which trying capture holistic opinions. In Peerstudio, only 45% of comments are found useful yet there were comments with just phrasings or comments that have no meaning for improvement [27]. At the same time many of the comment fields were left blank due to the time it consumes and in return there are fewer tangible benefits they see [37]. Feedback forms mostly captured fewer words. To increase the feedback, strategic involvement of instructor advising to provide feedback and humanize phrases showed some improvement of performance [22]. Design features environments in reviews impact on the feedback quality [17]. We design the feedback form which captures many aspects of the reviewers’ comments leading to comprehensive feedback. The form has 4 prompts in addition to a grade input (Fig 2): 1. What worked great? 2. What problems do you see? 3. What didn’t you understand? 4. How can this be improved?

Additionally, the feedback form shows the assignment done by the peer and the form has a link to a sample of constructive feedback. Providing such a sample aids novices in identifying and providing the same level of feedback to their peers.

### E. Rating Peer Reviewers

Once peers submit the reviews for the assignment, the next step is to rate the feedback they receive from the graders. The peer rating interface as in Fig. 3, has the feedback received from the peers, rating scale and text field to communicate with the peer who provided the feedback. It also shows the introduction provided by the grader to humanize the feedback and convey their identity. The rating is done using a 5-point scale about how much was learned from the feedback. At the same time, the messaging feature provides an interface to connect with feedback provider, helping to further communicate, reducing confusion or establishing further connection.

### F. Receiving Grades

Grades were received in the final step after each student reviewing 3 peers work and also rating the 3 peers feedback of their own work. Even though peers provide grades in the review phase, they were not shown to the receivers until after the last phase, which was rating 3 peers feedback. Our design aims to cultivate a feedback focused culture, as opposed to one focused on grades. Therefore, ratings of feedback don’t affect the grades they got. Grades given by peers will be visible at the very end of the feedback process. The final grade was the average of the grades received from 3 reviewers. We limited the review mechanism to only 3 peers and not more to facilitate higher quality reviews through a faster overall process. Our aim was to encourage an ecosystem providing great feedback and improving learning through connection and communication.
IV. EVALUATION

We hypothesize that the introducing peers and providing a communication channel will increase feedback quality and lead to more communication than a blind peer review setup. We evaluate this through a between subject experiment using a control condition based on the standard feedback interaction found on MOOCs today and a treatment condition in which our unblinded feedback tool is used.

A. Participants

Since our target audience are open learning environment students, in particular students who take part in xMOOCs, we publicly called for students in that network to volunteer in this experiment. We recruited via a poster in our social networks and our university environments since those carry most of our target audience. Our publicly called Google form had 1128 students registered to participate and they all were well informed about the experiments according to the IRB standards and allowed to withdraw from the experiment whenever they wanted. Similar to a typical xMOOC we had many dropouts in the middle, only 58 completed every step of the experiment. Among those who completed, 21 of them were female and 37 of them were males. Majority of the students age ranged 20-40 years. All participants had experience with online learning and xMOOCs.

B. Materials and Procedure

Participants who registered through an online form were directed to an assignment to complete. Since our focus in not MOOC delivery but peer assessment, we created an assignment with open ended questions in a general interest subject area, in this case "Creativity for everyday life" in which anyone could complete with no prior knowledge. The participants were given 1 week to submit the assignment and it took between 15 and 30 minutes to complete. After completing the assignment they were asked to submit it in a shareable document format such as Google Drive or Dropbox and they were asked to provide a link to their assignment as well as answering a demographic questions through a survey. We handled the logistics by manually using other tools and the interfaces that we created for peer assessment. The assignment had 3 questions: two questions checking attention to a short video about improving creativity and one question requiring the indirect application of what they learned in the video. Of these, one question was entirely subjective, while two others were effective at reflecting diverse experiences of the participants. Once we collected the answers from all the participants, we sent emails giving instructions to log into our study mechanism and conduct at least 3 peer reviews each.

We gave the assignment to all the students who enrolled to the test. Just as in a typical xMOOC, we had substantial attrition (although they enrolled in the test, they did not submit the assignment) and only those who completed the assignment, were sent the invitation to reviewing. In the final stage, out of the remaining 58 students, 29 students were directed to the control condition, an interface which practice blind peer review. In that condition, we provided the feedback form with a single field which is commonly used by edX and Coursera courses. For receivers, we included a feedback rating form without any reviewer introduction, along with the field to communicate with the reviewer. Another set of 29 students were directed to the treatment condition, an interface using carefully crafted interaction design feedback form interface (Fig. 2), with 4 fields and a feedback rating form (Fig. 3) along with the communication field. In this condition feedback rating form contained reviewers introductions, sharing their identity. Selection and assignment of students for peer review was randomized. Participants were allowed 1 week to do the assignment and 2 weeks to complete the peer review process for both conditions. We measured the feedback rate, feedback quality and whether participants communicated with each other given in the two conditions. Finally we used a closing survey to establish participants experiences in each case.

V. RESULTS

A. How Does Reviewer Blindness Influence Feedback Quality?

Feedback quality in peer review correlates with the number of words in the review, as also shown by [26]. Our participants also reported “Quality” as a subjective 1-5 rating for how helpful reviewers feedback has been [7]. We considered the feedback rates given by the review receivers (the students who received the feedback form in Fig. 2) and also, the number of words in a review feedback in both conditions.

In each condition, students conducted 3 peer reviews which means, they graded 3 assignments, provided feedback for those assignments and rated 3 instances of feedback for their own work, and finally received their grades once every step was completed. The total word count of the feedback comments was 1889 in the control condition and 7208 in the treatment condition. Distribution of the word count in reviews for each student is depicted in Fig. 4. We ran an independent t-test using the control condition and the treatment condition. Students in the control condition had an average feedback quality score of 1.21 out of 29 (σ = 243), and students in the treatment condition had an average score of 2.43 out of 29 (σ = 1.02). An unpaired t-test confirmed that students in the treatment condition gave significantly higher quality feedback: t(58) = 6.24, p = 0.000, α = 0.05. Thus, the interaction design had a large positive effect on the usefulness of feedback compared with double-blind peer-reviewing of assignments.

B. Does the Introduced Interaction Design Influence Learners’ Discussions?

We analyzed the messages exchanged in both groups in the text field (Message field depicted in Fig. 3, the Feedback form). In the control condition, which did not reflect the introduction of peers but only the message to the reviewer, had 34% of students using the message field during the 1st review, 10% during the 2nd review and 15% in the 3rd review. But in the treatment condition, 55% of students used the message field during the 1st review, 72% during the 2nd review and 62% during the 3rd review, used the message field. Analyzing the word count, the control group exchanged only 35 words in the messages responding to the feedback they received while the treatment condition contained 261. The distribution of word counts for each condition in each review is depicted in Fig. 5.
C. How Does Designed Interaction Influence Student Grades?

We analyzed the final grades of the two conditions. First, we calculated the average of 3 reviews that each student received and compared those across the control and treatment conditions. Fig. 6 depicts the box plots in two conditions. An independent t-test comparing the final grades of the two groups had a p-value = .611 for a 95% confidence interval for the difference (-1.0456, 1.3896) and t-value 0.2835 resulting no significant difference to the grades on each group. However, we gave a closing survey to the treatment group and focused on 3 questions. Does being identifiable increase your interest in reviewing? 73% of respondents thought being identifiable had a useful effect. Did you get useful feedback? 69% of participants said they learned something from the feedback they were given. Are you satisfied with your reviews? 77% were actively satisfied.

VI. DISCUSSION AND FUTUREWORK

The introduced interaction design provided quality feedback and increased the communication compared to blind peer reviews which did not have a four section feedback forum or expose reviewer identity. As stated in the research [17], framing the feedback design review environment increased feedback quality. We believe the high quality feedback in the treatment condition is due to the design of the feedback form which aid in capturing meaningful responses, even though we believe many students were novice to providing critical feedback. However, in this experiment, we did not find any significant difference in grades by using the identified peer grading with messaging. This is somewhat expected as learners were not given a chance to resubmit their work. However, this result does demonstrate that adding identity of reviewers does not lead to grading bias in this case.

There are calibrated peer review techniques which increase the accuracy of peer reviews [34]. However, there is limited prior work in calibrating the feedback quality. Although our design did not directly calibrate the students, yet it aided students by providing an example of good feedback. At the same time recent research revealed that no correlation exists between the quality of students’ assignment and note writing and the usefulness of receiving peer feedback. Yet, their results suggest that students were engaged in discussions and advanced their understanding. They produced a large number of explanations and knowledge building discourse, all of which involved knowledge advancement in each week [18]. Similarly, we found that students in the treatment condition engaged more in knowledge building by starting conversations over the feedback made by peers.

While running the experiment, we learned that students had not been exposed to identified peer grading before in any of the online courses. In other words, every review they have done were blind in peer assessing during the MOOCs they have
participated. In the treatment condition, we found students introduce themselves to peers in a variety of ways, such as very basic details (name, university, batch), to more personal interests such as wanting to meet new co-learners, or participate in networking, volunteering and other projects. This triggered some students to communicate and network with each other, which can be a significant contributor to learning success [36, 11].

At the same time, we observed that in the control condition, messages did not contain meaningful communication while the treatment condition had students interested in further communicating together. For example, control case messages were limited to one or two words such as "Thanks, OK" while the treatment groups had messages like "I like to network too, it is great to be connected to new one, thanks for the advice. KIT". We believe this communication was triggered due to the quality feedback they received and also knowing the identity of the peer providing it. At the same time the message box gave students a chance to revert any question they had about their feedback, such as a student’s repairing the assignment link again after being informed in the feedback that the reviewer couldn’t the access to the submission. Although the introduced design increased the feedback quality to some extent, we believe further improvements such as tuning the reviewer assigning rather than following random approaches, proving incentives to quality feedback contributors [37] will encourage the reviewers even more. Since the MOOC model has changed lately with continuous enrollments and self-paced courses, forum activity in MOOCs has reduced tremendously [8]. Interaction and networking through peer assessment shown great potential in keeping the learner’s attention in learning by diverse community. This research opens up an untouched area of peer reviewing, which is identity. Peer reviews kept blind in close eLearning for decades, yet our argument is that MOOC identity is opening a window of networking rather the this is designed such that it requires the reviewer to grade first and next rate the feedback they received and then reveal the marks to reduce the grading bias. Shared identity has shown great value as a triggering point to have a direct connection with a cause, in this case, discussion about the assignment and the submission. Students were indicating the requirement of more communication methods such as chat or video to conduct synchronous communications.

Another opportunity for exploration could be the most impactful answers to be visible to all participants so everyone can learn from those as a benchmark. Inspired by the design studio concept where learners share the work publicly with a group and it is open for criticism and adjustments are made with early feedback [33], the set of peers could also provide early feedback on the assignment and later count the final grades depending on the average of the peers.

A. Limitations

This experiment was done without using a full MOOC environment which typically has an enrollment stage, video lecturers, forums and assignments. We have provided stimulated interface to upload their assignment answers and peer review interfaces. Peer assignments were done manually and were sent unique link to each student to review based on the assigned peer.

VII. CONCLUSION

Understanding peer reviewing effects is particularly compelling for online learning platforms as they aim to scale for global audiences. In order to achieve such scale, these learning environments will often need to function algorithmically and independently of instructor oversight. In such a design, peer feedback, rating and communication links with identity may be an optimal solution given that other peer assessment mechanisms often fail to provide the required level of quality feedback. We have introduced an interaction design allowing the identification of peers with designed feedback and message field improving performance of peer assessment for MOOCs. Our experiment results proved that having such interventions lead to quality feedback and increased communication. We show that this mechanism leads to improved quality feedback with no significant difference in grades. Our hope is this line of work can improve the global effects of xMOOCs where peers learn and network while providing quality feedback, leading to a culture of networked and active learning.
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